In recent years it has been recognized that the level of shear and normal stress along a fault can vary; thus the stress is spatially and temporally inhomogeneous. Moreover, it has also been suspected that faults might interact in some way, with the result that a variety of earthquake magnitudes might be produced along a given length of fault at varying times. In order to explore these ideas we have developed a quantitative formalism, which we call the interaction matrix method, to express the influence of one fault upon another. This matrix is calculated by use of the energy change for a system of interacting cracks or faults and therefore gives energy-consistent results. Specifically, the interaction matrix relates the area-averaged stress on the fault segment to the area-averaged slip state on all the other fault segments in the system. Since any fault can be subdivided into an arbitrary number of fault segments, the interaction matrix can have arbitrary dimension; in fact, the continuum limit is recovered as the dimension of the matrix approaches infinity. We combine this matrix method with a segmentation, or "patch," model for earthquakes, in which each discrete segment of a fault has the same coseismic stress change (defined as the difference between the driving stress at which healing occurs minus the driving stress at which sliding starts) each time it slips. We show that slip on a patch during an earthquake can vary substantially, depending on how it interacts with other nearby patches. In this model it is quite possible for the spatial distribution of stress on the fault following an event to be again in a spatially inhomogeneous state, rather than in a uniform state, as is often assumed. Hence the seismic moment produced by an earthquake on a given set of patches can vary substantially, depending on the sequence of sliding and healing on the different patches. To apply these ideas, we devised a means to calculate the interaction matrix elements and used them to quantitatively examine earthquake sequences off the Colombia-Ecuador coast and in the Nankai Trough near Japan.
INTRODUCTION
A great deal of attention has recently been focused on the earthquake mechanism and the extent to which an inhomogeneous stress distribution on faults controls the magnitude and recurrence properties of earthquakes (see, for example, Das and Aki [1977] , Aki [1979] , Madariaga [1979] , Rudnicki and Kanamori [1981] , Kanamori [1981] , Lay et al. [1982] , and Rudnicki et al. [1984] ). This work has led to two proposals for the earthquake mechanism: that faulting nucleates in weak zones, with the extent controlled by the presence of strong "barriers," or that failure of a strong "asperity" drives faulting on surrounding weaker sections of the fault plane. In both cases it is assumed that alternating strong and weak sections occur along faults.
In both the asperity and the barrier model the concept of strong and weak regions on a fault plays a central role. In fact, the failure strength of a region ("patch") on a fault does not determine the slip or moment produced on that patch but only influences the initiation time of rupture relative to other nearby patches. Rather, it is the patch's coseismic stress change (or stress change for short, defined as the driving shear stress on the patch at the time sliding ends minus the driving shear stress on the patch at the time sliding begins) and the patch interaction effects which determine the patch moment from the "friction stress" or the "kinetic stress." Physically, one expects overshoot to occur during dynamic sliding, which will cause the fault patch to heal at a driving stress lower than the sliding friction. This should be the state at which the net stress (frictional plus elastic), having accelerated the surrounding fault blocks initially, has now decelerated them to zero velocity. For an isolated fault patch we might expect that /•a = ,•/-(/•s-/•/), where /•a is the dynamic or "arrest" friction,/•f is the sliding or "kinetic" friction, and/•s is the static or "breaking" friction [see Rice and Tse, 1986 ]. We will assume that this "arrest strength" is roughly a constant for each fault patch and, for convenience, will continue to call it the dynamic strength.
This view of a fault plane is rather "macroscopic" in character. Obviously, each patch might also have "microstructure," giving rise to microearthquakes, on length scales considerably smaller than the patch length. Furthermore, these microevents might serve the purpose of homogenizing the stress field upon the patch, thereby allowing the patch to behave as a coherent unit. Slip in these events should be completely negligible compared to that in major events, however, if the notion of a patch is to have any meaning.
Returning to Figure la, we show two patches with the same static strengths but with different dynamic strengths. If the level of shear stress on both patches reaches the static strength at the same instant, both patches will begin sliding at the same time. Slip will continue on each patch until the shear stress falls to the dynamic strength, at which time healing will occur and slip will stop. If healing occurs at the same instant on both patches, the level of stress on each patch at the conclusion of sliding will be equal to the dynamic strength of each patch. In the case shown in Figure la , patch B will have slipped farther and will have contributed a larger moment release than patch A. If, however, slip ends and healing occurs on one of the patches before the other stops sliding, the final level of shear stress on the patch which stops first will be different from its dynamic strength. This is because the other patch, which is still sliding, continues to change the shear stress in its environs as long as it continues to slide. By contrast, the level of shear stress on the patch which stops last will be equal to its dynamic strength. At the conclusion of slip on both patches, static equilibrium should prevail. It is therefore the sequence of slip initiation and healing on all the patches, in addition to the stress change on each patch, which determines the final level of shear stress and moment release on each patch. In section 2 we will show that for a planar fault with patches, the case where slip initiation begins on all patches simultaneously, and subsequent healing occurs on all patches simultaneously, always produces the maximum possible moment release for the fault. Since on the average, slip on the fault keeps up with its average geologic rate, larger slip leads to a longer recurrence interval and vice versa. Hence by determining the size of slip in given event the detailed sequence of slip initiation and healing must also play a large role in determining the recurrence time. Now consider Figure 2b . Here we show a hypothetical fault plane made up of a series of patches. Each has a characteristic coseismic stress change •i and an associated patch area A i. Now suppose that one of the stress changes, say •4, is much bigger in magnitude than any of the others:
As we show in section 2, if patch 4 begins to slip, it tends to raise the level of stress on its neighbor patches. Since patch 4 has such a large coseismic stress change, it would tend to raise the level of stress in its neighbors by a proportionately large amount. Because the neighboring patches can only sustain relatively small stress increases (generally about equal to minus the coseismic stress change at most) without beginnifig to slip, they will, in fact, probably begin to slide. If patches 3 and 5 in turn trigger slip in their neighbors, the entire fault " Do 
Suppose now that sliding initiates somewhere in the middle of the fault plane, say on patch 3. As patch 3 slips, it may be able to raise the level of stress on its neighbors to the point where they in turn begin to slip, and sliding may thus progress along the fault plane until the end patches are encountered. Depending on the stress state in the end patches, the increase in stress needed to initiate sliding in the ends may be as high as minus their coseismic stress change, a very large amount. As we show in section 2, the amount of stress increase a patch can impart to its neighbors is proportional to minus its own coseismic stress change. If the patches are of equal size, the constant of proportionality is less than 1. Hence under the scenario presented by (3)-(4), it is unikely that patches 2 and 5 could induce patches 1 and 6 to begin sliding. Slip would thus be confined to patches 2-5. In this case, we might say that patches 1 and 6 were barriers and prevented sliding from pro- 4. Both patches heal at the same time. We call this problem I, the case of simultaneous slip. We have drawn this problem graphically (in an obvious similarity to Feynman diagrams) in Figure 3a , in stress-time space. The stress release process on each patch is represented by a solidarrowed line, with the arrow indicating the direction of time increase. The two wavy lines connecting the arrowed lines indicate that the two patches communicate their respective states (starting at t• and stopping at t2) to each other during the slip process via seismic waves. The dashed legs on the diagrams indicate change in stress when no sliding is occurring; thus this is a stress accumulation process. One interpretation of our model therefore explicitly assumes that the entire slip initiation sliding-healing process takes place on a time scale which is slower than the time it takes for seismic waves to propagate between the two patches. There is some limited evidence in support of this idea that the total slip (seismic plus aseismic) occurs on a time scale substantially longer than, say, the source dimension divided by the shear wave velocity [Kanamori and Stewart, 1979; Gladwin and Johnston, 1986 ]. This time scale for total moment release appears to be in the range of at least several hours. Another possible interpretation of our model is that it is an aggregate representation of a more complex dynamic process. In this view we assume that in addition to a "rupture front" which propagates outward from the hypocenter at some rupture velocity, there follows a "healing front" which (possibly) propagates outward from the hypocenter-following the rupture [1982] found that the ratio of moment of the 1906 event relative to the sum of moments for the later three events can reasonably range from about 2.7 to 7. Of course, slip in 1906 may have occurred over a substantially larger area. However, we will show that the patch model can account for most of the difference in moment without requiring a larger fault area.
Accounting for the inevitable uncertainty in moment determination of the various events, Kanarnori and McNally
Using the results of section 2, we can proceed to demonstrate that the patch model, including the concept of triggered slip, can account for the larger amount of slip when the patches slipped together in 1906. Consider the model shown in Figure 6 and given in Table 2 calculations discussed in section 2 using (5)-(7). As discussed in detail in Appendix B (on microfiche), one needs to calculate the area-averaged stress changes on the jth rectangular fault due to virtual slip on the ith rectangular fault. Note that these stress changes have no singularities at the edges of the faults because obviously, the earth cannot support an infinite stress. These expressions are not available in the literature, so a means must be found to calculate them from dislocation solutions (which do have edge singularities) and which are readily available. This means that an edge-smoothing algorithm must be developed which will allow the uniform dislocation solutions to be "turned into" crack, or fault solutions. We devised such a procedure, and a detailed discussion is given in Appendix B. We used the expressions for displacements from dipping strike-slip and dip-slip faults in an elastic half-space given by Mansinha and Srnylie [1971] , together with our smoothing algorithm, to derive expressions for the average in-plane shear stress for both the downdip and along-strike directions, on i-jth patch for strike-slip and dip-slip motion, respectively. In these calculations it was assumed that shear stress in the downdip direction was due only to dip-slip motion and that shear stress in the along-strike direction was due only to strike-slip motion. In reality, dip-slip motion contributes a negligible amount to the shear stress in the along-strike direction and vice versa.
As part of a systematic examination of the predictions of the model computations, it was found that both strike-slip and dip-slip motion are reasonably efficient at increasing the stress level on neighboring patches, thus tending to trigger further slip on these neighbors. For the particular configuration shown in Figure 6 it was also found that the strike-slip motion was about 50% more efficient than the dip-slip motion in raising the level of stress on neighboring patches. For faulting in a purely elastic medium the patch-patch interaction is basically an edge effect, whose horizontal distance scale is set by the minimum dimension of the fault plane. Hence if the various patches are similar in size, the patch-patch interaction for an elastic medium is basically a nearest-neighbor interac- Figure 6 and was therefore the maximum moment event of which the five patches were capable. Patch parameters for these five patches are given in Table 2 . We assume that the 1942 and 1958 events represent slip of only one patch in each event, patches 5 and 4, respectively. In addition, we hypothesize that the 1979 event represents the totally sequential slip of patches 3, 2, and 1. Hence we assume that the 1979 event was the minimum size event for the three patches. Thus we hope to account for the difference in size of the 1906 event compared to the later events solely by variations in the sequence of slip initiation and healing on the various patches. Since Beck and Ruff [1984] give the moment for each of the patches 1-4 in 1958 and 1979, the static stress drop for each patch can be found in a straightforward way. Because we have assumed that the later events represent minimum size events, for which we know the moment on the various patches, and therefore the slip, we can thus calculate the stress change. For each patch we calculate the offset for a unit stress change and then find the proper stress change by dividing the observed slip by the calculated offset. We assume that the static stress drop for patch 5 is the same as that for patch 4 due to the similarity in size and estimated moment. We also make the assumption that the ratio of strike slip to dip slip (the slip angle) for the events is the same as the angle of convergence relative to the strike of the fault zone, essentially 45 ø . This assumption is supported by the focal mechanism for the 1979 event Table 4 . Evidently, there exist four fault planes in the Nankai Trough which are responsible for the continuing series of earthquakes there. Considerable instrumental, geodetic, intensity, and tide gauge data exist for the two most recent events, the 1946 Nankaido and 1944 Tonankai earthquakes, as discussed by Kanamori [1972] . Quantitative data on the 1854 Ansei earthquakes and on the 1707 Hoei event originate from historic tidal records and intensity descriptions. While there is inevitable uncertainty about the correct fault plane models for these earlier events, the similarity of the deformation and damage patterns suggests that these earlier events occurred on essentially the same fault planes as the 1944 and 1946 events. Additionally, the Ansei I event, which occurred only about 32 hours earlier than the Ansei II event, clearly did considerably more damage to the Tokai district farther east [Ando, 1975] , hence the addition of fault plane D. It is also clear that the 1707 Hoei earthquake must have been considerably larger than any of the other historical events in the Nankai Trough. Moreover, the pattern of damage, coastal uplift, and shaking intensity indicates that the Hoei event probably involved all four fault planes and that the offsets on them must have been considerably larger than those for the later events. These conclusions are summarized in Table 4 and in Figure 8 .
The problem, then, is to explain why the slip in the 1707 Hoei earthquake was so much larger than the slip in any of are given in Table 6b , and as can be seen, are closer to the values given by Ando [1975] (see Table 4 ). The reason that smaller patches yield larger simultaneous slip is that smaller patches need larger stress changes for the same size offset. So, to match the moments for the four later events, which have been assumed to be minimum size events, the eight patches need larger stress changes. When these same patches are then allowed to slip simultaneously, the offset is therefore larger than for the four original patches (compare Tables 6a and 6b; note that the slip in the four later events is the same on the four original fault planes).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The fundamental concern of this paper has been the role of physical interactions between various faults and various segments of a particular fault plane. In order to quantify these effects we have developed a computational mechanism which we call the interaction matrix. This matrix is derived from the energy change for a general system of interacting cracks or faults; it relates the area-averaged stress state on a particular fault to the area-averaged offset state on all the other faults in the system. Because the interaction matrix is derived from the energy change, the area-averaged stress and slip state on a particular fault turn out to be energy consistent, an important constraint. Using these techniques, we demonstrated that earthquakes off the Colombia-Ecuador coast and in the Nankai Trough near Japan reveal temporal variations in seismic moment which are strong evidence for the importance of the interaction effects.
A question which we have not dealt with in any detail is how the various patches "communicate" their respective stress An alternative view of this process is that following the progression of the rupture front outward from the hypocenter, there follows at some later time a "healing front" which spreads outward from some "healing center" at some "healing velocity," eventually covering the entire fault plane as well. This kind of picture would allow various patches on the fault plane to be sliding or healing at the same time during the event. Our simple model, in which the stress interaction coefficients are calculated from time-independent Green's functions, is then an aggregate representation of this entire process.
Using our patch model, we demonstrated that major earthquakes, which occur on a number of patches simultaneously, can produce significantly greater slip on the patches than do smaller events involving fewer patches. Again, these differences are due primarily to the effects of fault-fault interactions and therefore also on the details of slip initiation and healing on the various patches. In contrast to some previous authors who demand that stress following an earthquake be uniform over a fault plane our model allows stress to be spatially inhomogeneous both before and after the event. We illustrated these ideas by analytic and numerical calculations, and applied them to explaining the Colombia-Ecuador and Nankai Trough earthquake sequences, for which reasonable quantitative agreement was obtained.
